At some point every Christian will experience a satanic attack—a willful, determined assault by the Devil to harm our spirit, soul, or body. God wants Christians to be under His control, but the Enemy will do his best to destroy everything good in our lives. So the question is not how to avoid satanic attacks, but how to overcome them.

Satan is a very powerful adversary. However, God does not leave us to defend ourselves, and He wants us to understand His supernatural and unlimited ability to help us. Dr. Stanley will show readers how to achieve victory by:

- Identifying the enemy
- Dressing in the full armor of God and standing firm
- Releasing God’s energy, divine power, and protection through prayer
Sensing the forewarnings of Satans attacks on finances, family, relationships, or health  Spiritual warfare is fought every day on the battlefield of your mind. The Adversary knows that if he can direct your thinking, its only a matter of time before youre vulnerable to the allure of sin. Dr. Stanley teaches that to stand against Satans attacks, you must meditate upon biblical principles and arm yourself with the sword of the spirit-Gods Word.
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**Personal Review: When the Enemy Strikes: The Keys to Winning Your Spiritual Battles by Dr. Charles F. Stanley**
This book will open your eyes when it comes to the tricks of Satan. This book will also prepare you for when the enemy strikes. It seems like from page one, some of the tricks that this book mentioned were happening to me. Through this book, I was able to recognize and respond to the devil's tricks with boldness and confidence. One of my most personal battles with Satan is him attacking my marriage. When my wife packed up the kids and moved across state lines, I knew immediately that this was the devil trying to hit me with a fiery dart. If you are struggling with the everyday battles that Satan tries to throw at us Christians or just tired of losing the battle altogether, than this is the right book for you.
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